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 It is hard to believe the first 
year of Progressive Ag is already behind 
us, and by the time you read this article, 
we will be halfway into year number 
two.
 Many changes have taken place 
in this past year of operations. Along 
with these previous changes, we will 
also see more coming in this new year, 
which will affect our accounting staff. 
Chaney Stallbaumer will be moving to 
the Wellington office to assist customers 
with grain and CFA Financing. Laura 
Bringer will be handling a large volume 
of the grain calls as well as learning the 
equity side of Progressive Ag. Please let 
Laura know if you have any new grain 
accounts this year ahead of harvest, so 
we can get them setup and ready before 
harvest begins.
 Patronage checks for our first 
year were handed out at the annual 
meeting. Checks not picked up at the 
annual meeting were mailed the next 
day. Due to a flag in our system not be-
ing turned on, your equity totals were 
not printed on your check. I want to 
assure you all your equity did transfer 
over from both Danville and Welling-
ton and are combined now in one total 
under Progressive Ag. If you would like 
a balance of your account, please give 
Progressive Ag a call at 620-962-5238 
ext. 2004 or 2003.
 Our CFA financing program 
has been well accepted and utilized by 
Progressive Ag patrons. The deadline 
for applications on spring planted crops 
was moved back to May 15, 2018. The 
new program for the crop year of 2019 
will not be available until sometime in 
August of 2018. This financing option 
has allowed patrons to have another av-
enue of financing to help with the cash 
flow of their farming operation.
 In closing, I want to thank all 
you patrons for making this first year 
a great success. I look forward to the 
challenges of the new year and working 
with all of you.
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 This first year for the Progressive Ag Cooperative has been a very success-
ful year, and I am excited to inform you what that means for you as a member. At 
our annual meeting this year, we were able to distribute checks for both patronage 
and equity retirements. Since this was our startup year, the board of directors had 
goals of paying patronage and retiring stock, but 
they also saw the need to keep up with replace-
ment of grain storage in our aging elevators. An 
additional goal of the board was to increase both 
agronomy services and our capability to do more 
precision fertilizer application. All of these things 
we accomplished!  
 Another positive outcome is your new 
coop was able to gain an increase in market share 
of agronomy, fuel, and grain, which resulted in bet-
ter buying power with our vendors. We have a great 
start on this year with more purchasing power in 
seed and chemicals, and our goal is to keep your input costs as low as possible. Your 
coop is off to a good start this year, and we will continue to strive to be a coop that 
is a partner to your farm. I hope you enjoy all the articles and information in this 
newsletter.
 MOST OF ALL this could not be possible without your support of your 
coop. Thanks and may you be blessed in the year to come.

successFul First YeAr
Mike Morlan, CEO of PAC

Aaron  Hemberger, Operations Manager

 On April 12th, we had our an-
nual meeting to conclude our first year 
as Progressive Ag Coop. First and fore-
most, I want to thank all of our patrons 
for your continued support; without you, 

we wouldn’t have had such a successful 
first year. Looking ahead, we have some 
changes that we are making to improve 
the coop for all of you. 
 The first news is that we have 
broken ground at our new location, 
which will be called New Haven. This 
location is located two miles north of 
South Haven at the intersection of US 
Highway 81 and 140th Street South. We 
are expecting New Haven to be up and 
running for the fall harvest of 2018. We 
will have limited services available in the 

fall, but we will be adding services in the 
future for all of your needs.
 We have also remodeled the 
Wellington-North office to be the main 
office for PAC. All of the construction 

was done by our employees to 
make this happen. We welcome 
all our patrons to visit the office 
and see all the improvements 
that have been made to accom-
modate our customers. 
  Last, but not least, 
our tire shop has been leased 
to Kelle Oil of Braman, Okla-
homa. The board of directors 
decided to stop doing business 

in the tire shop, and we were fortunate 
enough to keep that service at the same 
location. Kelle Oil will be operating the 
tire shop as a separate business, which 
will allow our employees to be able to do 
other things that provide services for our 
patrons.
 PAC wants to thank everyone 
from this last year for your continued 
business and loyalty. We look forward 
to another prosperous year with your 
support. Have a safe harvest and a good 
year.

YEAR IN 
REVIEW

PROGRESSING AHEAD
Curt Guinn, COO of PAC

 As I sit mulling over what the topic of my newsletter article should be, I realize as 
of May 4th, 2018, I have been with the coop for 20 years, 19 of those years as Danville Coop, 
and one as Progressive Ag. It has been an interesting journey to have a career in the agricul-
tural arena, especially in the “coop world.” As a gal whose only farming background consisted 
of checking cattle with her grandpa, taking meals out to the field with her grandma during 

harvest, 
and playing 

in the bed of 
a wheat truck, 

my knowledge 
of farming and 

agriculture has exponentially grown because of my job experience at the coop.
 When I first started to work at the coop, we were using a hand probe, and scale 
tickets were entered by hand. Now we use a mechanical probe, and the tickets are posted from 
a computer-generated batch, requiring much less time on our end. If you don’t mind using a 
computer, you can get access to see your tickets as soon as they are uploaded, and even run 
your own reports through Patron Access, which can be accessed through our website. And 
twenty years ago, I would never have dreamed the grain market trades could be texted to a 
cell phone!  
 In the few items mentioned above, along with many more unmentioned ones, it’s 
easy to see how much change has occurred in our little niche in the past 20 years due to tech-
nology. As it goes in the world, so too will it eventually enter into agriculture and the coop 
world. Progressive Ag Coop is another example of following suit with the way of the world.  
One used to think mergers were only done in “corporate America,” but that concept has en-
tered into our world, too.
 If I’m fortunate enough to work in the coop system another 20 years, I will be at 
retirement age, have 40 years in the 
coop system, and probably see more 
changes than I can even imag-
ine. You too, will see firsthand 
changes in your farming opera-
tion as agriculture evolves. It is 
my hope that we continue to 
partner together through this 
time of change and growth.      

 In 2017, we worked hard to unify two 
cooperative organizations into one. Through-
out 2018, we hope our work will produce a 
benefit to our customers.
 We have tried to maxi-
mize our workforce by moving 
employees. Some have made 
permanent moves to 
different locations. 
Mostly we have shared 
employees between 
facilities when there 
is a need. This is something that takes a little 
more planning, but it’s a decision that lowers 
our costs. It also allows employees to see other 
locations and pick up more knowledge about 
the rest of the coop. Our guys make this pos-

sible with their willingness to help wherever 
needed.
 We try to share equipment as much 

as possible. Our grain vacs and trucks, 
as well as sprayers, have helped 

us be more efficient during 
busy times. Whether its grain 
transfers or shifting applica-
tion resources, we accom-
plish more in the same time 

period. Again, it’s our employees 
taking time away from their base location to 
help another facility catch up or stay ahead. 
 I hope that our push for higher ef-
ficiency will result in better service for our cus-
tomers. Thank you for your business, and have 
a safe and prosperous year.

we will 
continue to 

strive to be a 
coop that is 

a partner to 
your farm. 

Appreciating the Changes & Growth
of a Well-Rooted Partnership

PUSH FOR HIGHER EFFICIENCY

Josh Ast Mark Davis

Colton Day Kevin Fitch

Matt Goertz Mark McCoy

Ben Norris Alan Seifert

Derek Totten David Wedman

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Michelle Bergman, Controller

Breaking ground at New Haven

Kent Domsch, Director of Administration
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April 12, 2018 marked the date of the first ever Progressive Ag Cooperative An-
nual Meeting. The meeting was held at the Wellington Memorial Auditorium. Members of 
the coop were invited to a delicious meal, catered by Fence Post Catering of Harper, Kansas. 
Following the meal, David Wedman, board chairman, thanked the members for their loyal 
business and went on to introduce the other PAC board members. Mike Morlan, PAC CEO, 
then recognized the employees at this time. After introductions, the business meeting was 
called to order. Wedman utilized a PowerPoint presentation to highlight many of the changes 
that had come about over the year. Jon McCune, a CPA with Campbell Shaffer & CO of Enid, 
Oklahoma, went over the auditor’s report for the 2017 fiscal year stressing that now is the time 
for working together to make smart choices. Board secretary, Wayne Drouhard, and board 
director, David Barnes, both resigned their seats after many years of service and were honored 
with commemorative desk clocks. Elections were held for the vacant seats, and with no new 
candidates running, the positions were filled with the associate board members, Matt Goertz 
and Ben Norris. Wedman and Morlan then fielded questions from the audience assuring those 
members present that the tire shop would remain open as PAC transitions to the newly leased 
tire shop owned by Kelle Oil & Service of Braman, Oklahoma. Drawings for door prizes were 
held, and the meeting was adjourned. 

Laura Bringer, Marketing & Media Coordinator

ANNUALmeeting

Retiring PAC board secretary, Wayne 
Drouhard, was recognized at the annual 
meeting. He was given an engraved desk 
clock commemorating his years of service 
to our local cooperative. Drouhard began 
serving on the Danville 
Coop in 2001 and then 
transitioned to the 
newly formed PAC after the merger in 2016.

Scott Greenwood served on the Danville 
Cooperative Association Board from 
2008-2016.

Randy Wyckoff was on the Farmers 
Cooperative Grain Association of 
Wellington from 2005-2017.

David Barnes, who was unable to attend 
the annual meeting, also retired this year 
as a board director. Barnes began serving 
on the Farmers Cooperative Grain As-

sociation of Welling-
ton Board in 2011 and 
continued after the 
merger with Danville.

Tim Vaughn was a Board Director of the 
Farmers Cooperative Grain Association 
of Wellington from 2012-2017.

David Urban of the Farmers Cooperative 
Grain Association of Wellington 
dedicated thirty years to serving on the 
board in various roles from 1987 to 2017.

WAYNE DROUHARD

SCOTT GREENWOOD

RANDY WYCKOFF

DAVID BARNES

TIM VAUGHN

DAVID URBAN

PAC wanted to recognize the four board members who did not transition into 
PAC. Due to the newly formed PAC and timing of the merger, there was not 
an annual meeting of either merged coops in the spring of 2017. Therefore, 

we would like to take the opportunity to show our appreciation to those 
board members for their years of dedication to their local cooperatives by 

presenting them with commemorative desk clocks as well.
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 Let’s start by what is easiest relate to, but a seemingly confus-

ing term: byte. You hear it everywhere; gigabyte this, megabyte 
that, and what in the world is a terabyte? At their most basic form, 
computers are based on electricity. As you know, electricity has two 
states. It is either on, or it is off. It is really that simple. These two 
states are represented by “bits”.  A bit is represented by a number 1, 
meaning ON or by a number 0, meaning OFF.  This is the very basis 
of computing.  
 How in the world does this apply to you?  Let’s look at it 
in a different context, and things might clear up for you. Compare 
a bit to a single letter on a page. A byte is made up of 8 bits. So, in 
this context, a byte is like a written word. A kilobyte (Kb) is roughly 
1,000 bytes,for simplicity’s sake. A Kb could be compared to an entire 
page of words. We all know pages make up chapters, which make up 
books, thus a megabyte (chapter) is around 1,000 Kb , and a gigabyte 
(Gb), think a book, is roughly 1,000 megabytes. 
 You’ve stopped reading, right? Well, hopefully not because 
let’s look at the overall picture of a computer with this in mind. 
When you go to buy a computer, or even a phone for that matter, you 
see specifications like RAM or Memory, HDD or storage, CPUs or 
processors, etc. A computer is comparable to working at your desk in 
your office. Consider the task of figuring your farm financials as we 
walk through the following terms.

 Storage, or HDD, is like the size of your file cabinet 
under your desk, and you can store only as much information as your 
cabinet can hold. Big cabinets, like 500 Gb hard drives or more, can 
hold everything you need. Smaller cabinets, like 120 Gb hard drives 
are like single-drawer cabinets; they work great, until they fill up! So, 

Chris Kreifels, Information Technologies

shoot for 500 or above on storage space when purchasing computer.

 RAM, or memory, is like the size of your desk itself. 
Information on your desk is fast and easy to access. Information is 
literally right there, at arms-length, ready to be processed. If you’re 
working from a grade-school student’s desk, it cannot hold much 
information to have readily available. Therefore, time must be spent 
looking through the file cabinet for needed information. If, however, 
you’re working with a nice, large executive desk, there is more room 
to store the papers needed at hand. Of course, there is some addition-
al overhead you need to think about. Your desk doesn’t just hold pa-
pers you need; you have to have room for pen holders, phones, tape, 
scissors, etc. In the same way, your computer needs certain things 
to stay in memory or “on the desk.” Modern Windows needs 3-4 
gigabytes of RAM to function. If you will be doing additional things 
like spreadsheets, documents, or web-browsing, there will need to be 
plenty of RAM left for these tasks as well. Four gigabytes of RAM will 
serve the casual Facebook browser, but a good goal is 8 Gb to ensure 
smooth operation and a speedy response.   
 I hope this clears up the term byte in all of it’s forms and how 
it is applicable to you. Next time, we will address CPUs, or processors, 
as well as why your computer is so sluggish now versus when you 
purchased it.
 I would like to take this time to thank everybody who 
continues to support our coop. We are striving in all areas to keep 
the coop up-to-date as to best serve today’s ever-changing farming 
practices. If you have any questions about our grain texting, Patron 
Access, or Titan Systems, please don’t hesitate to drop me an email, 
and we can get things fixed up for you. Thank you again, and let’s have 
a great summer!

 I have been listening to some 
podcasts recently during my 
drive time. I began listening 
to one program about using a 
systems thinking approach. It 
made sense to start thinking 
about an approach that involves 
good measurement and feedback. 
I think it’s great food for thought. 
I found this on the Modern Farm 
Business site powered by Water 
Street Solutions. The article is 
written and narrated by Dean 
Heffta, senior director, who can 
be reached at dean@modern-
farmbusiness.com
 First, our thoughts tend 
to look for a simple cause and 
effect regarding situations or 
events occurring. For example, if 
something goes wrong, we tend 
to look for the blame. After all, 
our mind is trying to understand, 
which can lead us to oversimpli-

fying the factors that are part of 
the solution. It is important to be 
able to recognize what’s at hand 
and the steps in solving prob-
lems.
 So, what is a system? It 
is a set of guidelines or directions 
that work in unison to provide a 
common goal. Think about your 
morning routine. What does it 
entail, and what do you do rou-
tinely without really even think-
ing? While your morning routine 
may not be written down, that 
is your system for getting ready 
for the day. Just like your morn-
ing routine results in you being 
dressed, fed, and ready to get out 
the door, having systems in place 
can give you some measurable 
results. Heffta says, “The system 
is perfectly designed to give us 
the results we are getting.” It is 
a way to analyze the system and 
its parts and how it impacts the 

outcome.  
 So how do we 

apply this to farming? 
If we want higher yields, 

then increasing certain 
inputs may benefit. “I 

think we are natural systems 
thinkers because as produc-

ers, we see how many factors 
contribute to the final outcome. 
Planting conditions, fertility, 
genetics, weeds, rain, sunshine, 
temperatures, diseases—all have 
their part in contributing to the 
end result. That same level of 
recognizing how complicated 
a business outcome might be is 
important to making sure we 
don’t over simplify our “fixes” to 
a problem”.
 So what are the systems 
thinking approaches? Heffta 
breaks it down into two main 
categories: review and preview.   
 The review is after the 
task or project has been complet-
ed. We review and breakdown 
how did a particular strategy 
or application go through the 
crop year and should it be done 
again? Or we acknowledge that 
this isn’t working, and we need 
to re-evaluate the situation. Next, 
we identify the gap or potential 
breakdowns and clarify the con-
tributing factors that lead to the 
anticipated outcome. Examples 
include equipment breakdowns, 
weather factors, etc. Finally, what 
caused it and how can we prepare 
better next season. Addressing 

problems now will help avoid 
down time during the busier 
season. 
 The preview is project-
ing the outcome or the result.  
This is looking at the system from 
a different time frame. So, you 
begin with the outcome and then 
design the system to support that 
outcome. According to Heffta, 
“Once you have the system laid 
out, it becomes easier to have 
others fulfill the steps. It also 
becomes easier to identify points 
that need to be adjusted once you 
are running the system”. 
 In summary, be able 
to separate the results from 
the activities that provide the 
results is key. Be concise on the 
contributing factors that come 
together on the outcome. Finally, 
make adjustments as needed to 
improve your results.  
 So, in conclusion, a 
good challenge now is to identify 
at least two outcomes you want 
or have had for your operation, 
one that was good and one that 
was not so good. Write what 
the system contributes to both 
of them and identify key ways 
to improve on those outcomes, 
especially the not so good. I hope 
you find this information helpful 
and beneficial to your operation 
especially during these adverse 
times in our agriculture industry.
 Thanks again to Dean 
Haffta for all his insight and 
thoughts.  

Step one of systems thinking is 
about separating the results from 

the activities the lead to those 
results.

Step two is getting clear about 
each of the contributing steps 

that work together to create the 
outcomes we are getting.

Step three is making 
adjustments to the steps to 

improve our results.

1 2 3
steps to a sYsteM tHINKING appRoaCH

A SyStem 
thinking 
ApproAch 
opportunity

Monte Hampton, 
Agronomy Sales 

Manager

 The agriculture industry has used a single language 
for centuries. Farmers needed to know words like tractor, plow, 
disk, harrow, etc. As technology changes, it seems as if we need 
to know a new, “techy” language to understand and operate these 
new machines, vehicles, and even our televisions. Bridging the 
gap between these two “languages” will help make things a little 
easier for those who haven’t grown up in the technology era and 
will help with everyday life as well.
 I was born and raised in the Wellington city limits. With 
my family’s background in electronics and two-way communica-
tions, I grew up knowing terms like resistor, transistor, relays, 
tubes, RF, and Mhz. Things like megabyte, gigabyte, GHz, CDSM, 
PCS, LAN, FTP, HTTPS, and SSL came naturally to me. This was 
my second language, if you will.  
 When I started at the coop as an IT specialist and book-
keeper in 2006, I found myself trying to learn the language and 
initialisms of the agricultural industry. Simple things that people 
in the ag industry think of naturally like NH3, VT, cultivator, 
PTO, seed counts, fertilizer densities, CBOT and IDK were 
completely foreign to me. I’m sure many of you feel the same way 
about the words and initialisms that I find natural.  
 In today’s agricultural industry, it is growing evermore 
crucial to learn both the language of farming and the language of 
technology. Before you give up on reading this article, let me help 
you bridge this gap in a way we can all understand. In addition to 
letting you know what is going on in the tech-world of your coop, 
in my next few editions of Tech Notes, I’ll explain some of these 
terms and acronyms. Hopefully, you will be better informed in 
your technology purchases, both at home and on the farm.

Are You BilinguAl or 
initiAllY Confused?

How many bytes does 
your RAM have? And has 
your HDD been keeping 

up with everything? HUH?
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 Great teams are not made up of only 
one player. It takes the role players, practice 
players, and a whole host of individuals to 
obtain greatness and win a championship. In 
my opinion, our cooperative team and the rural 
American communities we have the privilege 
to serve are no different.
 Our mission to you, as our member 
owners, is to provide the necessary services and 
bundle of products to make your operations 

successful. Our owner members patronize the 
cooperative to make it a sustainable entity for 
the long term. Patronizing these cooperatives 
provide benefits back to the membership that 
include local services, buying power, owner-
ship in the business, the return of earnings in 
the form of patronage, and a "voice" in how the 
business is ran via your board of directors to 
name a few. Without these two working in uni-
son, the chance for the team to fail increases.

 I have recently had the opportunity to 
attend a number of annual meetings, and part 
of my message has been about the cooperative 
system. My belief is that it is the best business 
model for our rural ag communities and the 
families that live within these communities. 
Our cooperatives provide not only the goods 
and services noted above but also support in 
the forms of jobs, leadership, monetary dona-
tions to local groups, a tax base to support our 
infrastructure, and many others too numerous 
to mention. Without this local piece of our 
rural landscape, where would our communities 
be?
 Our job at Comark Equity Alliance is 
to work as a team with our member coops to 
serve their customers. It is a team effort, and we 
want to meet your needs. We cannot succeed 
without the help of you, our member owners. 
Please let us know how we can be of "better" 
service to you, and we will do our best to meet 
those needs as we want to be stronger for today, 
tomorrow, and our rural generations to come.

TEAM EFFORT
Alan Woodard, COO & President of CEA

Attention!
WEllington South 

locAtion will be 

tAking wheAt For 

2018 hArvest


